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Convert images to PDF using Aspose.PDF for .NET
TiM Manages Onboarding paperwork and frequently updating custom forms using Aspose
About TiM TiM (Time is Money) was conceived in 2015 by a pair of crewmembers, who had worked their way up from PAs to production management, eventually becoming DGA-member ADs. Experiencing the inefficiencies and paper-laden frustrations, they set out to envision a better way. They created TiM, a solution to making start paperwork easier for everyone on set.
We developed this software to make the onboarding of the freelance workforce of film, television and commercial production paperless.July 4, 2016 · 4 min · Mike DearbornComplia Health implemented Server Side PDF conversion of multi-format medical records including MS Office files using Aspose APIs
About Complia Health Complia Health is a leading provider of technology and expertise for the long-term and post-acute care market. Complia Health is a recent spinoff of a healthcare company in the US.
Complia health has built the premier operations platform for Home health care, hospice, private duty, and supplemental staffing industries. The product encompasses both operational and clinical components of a home care services agency including smartphone access and point of care devices.February 26, 2010 · 5 min · Satish MovvaBP Logix revamped Workflow Director for MS Word, Excel, PDF, MS Project, PDF forms processing using Aspose.Total for .NET suite
About BP Logix BP Logix Inc. is a leading provider of web-based BPM and workflow solutions. The company is focused on software solutions that improve workflow and process automation, enabling users to maximize their efficiency and work as intelligently with digital content as they do with paper-based information.
In 2009, BP Logix released a new version of its flagship product, Workflow Director. This was the first 100% .NET release of this product, so choosing a partner for .November 17, 2009 · 4 min · Jay Obrien